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Study of the 56Nisssd,pddd57Ni Reaction and the Astrophysical56Nisssp,gddd57Cu Reaction Rate
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The single-particle character of states outside the doubly magic (radioactive) nucleus56Ni has been
determined through a measurement of thesd, pd neutron transfer reaction using inverse kinematics.
From the spectroscopic factors of the low-lying states in57Ni, the astrophysically interesting yield for
the 56Nisp, gd reaction to the mirror nucleus57Cu has been calculated, utilizing charge symmetry. The
rate for this reaction in the temperature range typical of novae, supernovae, and x-ray bursts is found to
be more than 10 times higher than previously assumed. [S0031-9007(97)05085-0]

PACS numbers: 25.60.Je, 21.10.Pc, 26.30.+k, 27.40.+z
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In the nuclear shell model, the magic number 28 is t
first that requires the introduction of a strong spin-orb
interaction. Indeed, as was recognized in the formulati
of the shell model, in the absence of spin-orbit couplin
the magic numbers 2, 8, and 20 would still occur, but 2
would be absent. The special character of theN  Z 
28 56Ni nucleus also accounts for the fact that56Fe is the
most abundant heavy element in the Universe. Yet,56Ni
is the first doubly magicN  Z nucleus that is not stable
sT1y2  6.1 dd. Over the years, this feature has hamper
studies of the properties of nuclear levels relevant to t
N  Z  28 shell gaps. For example, only very recent
has the transition probability to the first excited sta
of 56Ni been measured, using a56Ni radioactive beam
[1]. Unlike other doubly magic nuclei such as40Ca with
N  Z  20, the N  Z  28 shell gap does not resul
in a particularly smallBsE2d value for the lowest21 state.

The shell-model description of nuclei near shell ga
benefits much from single-nucleon transfer reactio
which provide a sensitive way to assert the single-parti
character of low-lying states. The first three states
57Ni at Ex  0, 0.768, and 1.113 MeV are known to
have spin parities of3y22, 5y22, and 1y22. They
are followed by another group of negative parity stat
s5y22, 7y22, 3y22, . . .d starting at 2.4 MeV. The prob-
lem is whether the lowest three states are predominan
single particle in character or whether this strength
fragmented (as it is, e.g., for the3y22 state in41Ca [2]).
Admixtures to the low-lying states have been sugges
on the basis of gamma decay properties of the exci
states in57Ni [3]. These transition rates, however, ar
sensitive to even small admixtures in the wave functio
and no definitive conclusion about the magnitudes of t
admixtures can be drawn from theg-ray data.
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Reactions with56Ni are also of considerable interest in
astrophysics. The isotope56Ni is produced via helium
burning in the core of massive stars, in superno
explosions, and in explosive hydrogen burning [rap
proton (rp) process] [4], where, in a series of radiativ
proton capture reactions followed byb1 decays, nuclei
up to 56Ni and beyond are produced. The smallQ value
sQ  0.695 MeVd for the proton capture reaction on56Ni
makes this nucleus a “waiting point” for the reaction flow
towards heavier nuclei. For a realistic determination
the astrophysical reaction rate, detailed information
the structure of nuclei aroundA  56 is required. In
this paper, we discuss the measurement of the inve
ds56Ni, pd57Ni reaction using a radioactive56Ni beam to
determine the spectroscopic factors of low-lying states
57Ni. It is the first such measurement on a doubly mag
nucleus outside the valley of stability.

The measurement was carried out at the ATLAS acc
erator at Argonne National Laboratory. The56Ni mate-
rial was produced via the58Nisp, p2nd56Ni reaction with
a 50 MeV proton beam from the injector of the Intens
Pulsed Neutron Source, also at Argonne. A small58Ni
pellet (3 mm diameter, 2 mm thick, 99.6% enriched) wa
bombarded for 24 h with a16 mA proton beam. Taking
into account the cross section for thesp, p2nd reaction [5]
and the 12 mm diameter of the beam spot, a fraction
about5 3 1026 of the58Ni nuclei was converted into56Ni.
The sample, already mounted in a Cu insert for the SNIC
negative ion sputter source [6], was installed in the io
source of the tandem injector at ATLAS. The use of
negative-ion source and the selection of mass 56 stron
reduces the contribution of the stable isobar56Fe in the ion
beam because of the low yield of Fe2 ions. The other iso-
bar,56CosT1y2  78.8 dd, which is produced in the sample
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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through the58Nisp, 2pnd reaction, is difficult to remove in
the accelerator, since the mass differenceDMyM between
56Ni and 56Co is only 3.5 3 1025. Chemical separation
could reduce the contribution of Fe and Co substantial
but this adds complexity and the separation cannot be co
plete, since56Co is the decay product of56Ni. The experi-
ment was, therefore, carried out with a mixed beam of56Fe,
56Co, and56Ni ions.

The beam that was extracted from the negative i
source and injected into the tandem accelerator contai
3 3 107 56Ni2 ionsysec and about a factor of 7 more o
the isobaric contaminant56Co. After stripping in the ter-
minal of the tandem accelerator, the mass56101 beam was
accelerated to an energy of 250 MeV with the superco
ducting linear accelerator section of ATLAS. The56Ni
beam intensity on the target, averaged over a running ti
of 3.7 d, was2.5 3 104ysec. While measurements with
stable58Ni beam gave a total transport efficiency (includ
ing stripping in the terminal of the tandem accelerator)
4.9%, a transport efficiency of only 0.1% was achieved
this first experiment with56Ni. This was caused, in part,
by the lack of a stable feedback signal needed to synch
nize the bunching system of the accelerator.

The experiment was performed with a500 mgy
cm2 CD2 target located in the scattering chamber of th
Fragment Mass Analyzer (FMA) [7]. The inset of Fig.
shows a schematic of the experimental setup. The prot
emitted at backward angles from theds56Ni, pd57Ni reac-
tion were detected in a large Si detector array consist
of a position sensitive annular detector and six5 3 5 cm2

Si strip detectors (strip width 1 mm), covering a tota
solid angle of 2.8 sr. To separate thesd, pd reactions
on 56Ni from those induced by the56Co and56Fe beam
impurities, the reaction products were identified by the

FIG. 1. (top) Schematic of the experimental setup used
measuring angular distributions for theds56Ni, pd57Ni reaction
in inverse kinematics. (bottom)DE-Eres spectrum measured
with the ionization chamber in the focal plane of the FMA fo
a mixed beam of56Fe, 56Co, and56Ni.
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mass and nuclear charge at the focal plane of the FM
in coincidence with protons. For theZ identification
of the reaction products, it was necessary to use a pa
sive absorber [8] consisting of a stack of ten Au foils
with a total thickness of7 mgycm2 (mounted 39 mm
downstream from the target) that slowed down the F
Co, and Ni particles differently. The measurement o
the energyE and the time of flight in the focal plane of
the FMA, together with an energy lossDE signal from
an ionization chamber, allowed us to identify the thre
isobaric components. ADE-E spectrum from the ioniza-
tion chamber measured for incident mass 56 ions in the
231 charge state is shown in the bottom part of Fig. 1.

The integrated beam intensity was determined by co
lecting the 56Ni and 56Co particles elastically scattered
from the Au absorber on a circular ring covering the angu
lar range betweenu  4.5± 11.9± and by measuring the
accumulated activity after the experiment with a calibrate
Ge detector. Corrections were applied for the56Ni decay
and for the time dependence of the exposure profile. T
uncertainties of these corrections are estimated to610%.
The full experimental setup was tested by measuring th
inverse reactionds28Si, pd29Si with a 125 MeV28Si beam
that was also used for tuning the ATLAS accelerator. Fu
ther details will be given in a forthcoming paper [9].

Figure 2(a) presents aQ-value spectrum for protons
from theds56Ni, pd reaction as measured with the annula
Si detector that covers the angular rangeu  147± 162±

in coincidence with57Ni ions detected in the FMA.
In the center-of-mass system, this range corresponds
forward angles for asd, pd reaction, where transitions to

FIG. 2. (a)Q-value spectrum measured with the annular de
tector (see Fig. 1) for theds56Ni, pd57Ni reaction atEs56Nid 
250 MeV. (b) Q-value spectrum for theds28Si, pd29Si reaction.
In this angle range, onlyl  0, 1 states are strongly populated.
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low-spin statessl  0, 1d should be strongly populated.
Indeed, the spectrum is dominated by the transitions to t
3y22 sEx  0 MeVd and the 1y22 sEx  1.113 MeVd
states in57Ni. The yields for states atEx  2.5 and
Ex  3.8 MeV are considerably smaller, indicating little
single-particle strength for low-spin states in57Ni at
higher excitation energy. The spectrum is quite differe
from the one obtained for theds28Si, pd29Si calibration
reaction, where a strong population of the high-lyin
2p3y2 state atEx  4.9 MeV is observed [see Fig. 2(b)].

The angular distributions for the first three states in57Ni
are presented in Fig. 3. The uncertainties in the measu
differential cross sections include the statistical errors
well as uncertainties associated with beam current det
mination and detection efficiency. The charge-state d
tribution for Fe, Co, and Ni ions in the focal plane of the
FMA was measured with mass 56 isobars. The transp
efficiency through the FMA was calculated with the pro
gramsGIOS [10] andTRIM [11] taking the kinematics and
effects of energy and small-angle straggling into accoun

The solid lines in Fig. 3 are the result of distorted
wave Born approximation (DWBA) calculations with the
codePTOLEMY [12] for the reaction mechanism with spec
troscopic factors from shell-model calculations and op
tical model parameters from Refs. [13,14]. Calculation
with different potentials [15] gave variations of,20% in

FIG. 3. Differential cross sectionsdsydVdcm as a function
of the center-of-mass angleucm for the three lowest states
populated in theds56Ni, pd57Ni reaction. The solid lines are the
result of DWBA calculations with spectroscopic factors from
shell-model calculations.
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the cross sections. A shell-model calculation was p
formed within a space containing thef7y2, f5y2, p3y2, and
p1y2 orbitals with a Hamiltonian described in Ref. [1]
The configurations included 0, 1, and 2 particles excit
out of the f7y2 orbital. These calculations yield spec
troscopic factors ofS  0.91s2p3y2d, S  0.91s1f5y2d,
and S  0.90s2p1y2d. With these spectroscopic factors
good agreement between the experimental and the
culated angular distributions is obtained, indicating th
these states in57Ni are indeed well characterized as th
2p3y2, 2p1y2, and 1f5y2 single-particle states. Based o
the statistics and the lack of optical potential paramet
for 56,57Ni, the accuracy for determining the absolute spe
troscopic factor is estimated to be about 50%. Howev
the low yields observed in the excitation energy regi
between 2–4 MeV, where higher-lying1y22, 3y22, and
5y22 states are expected, support the fact that the m
single-particle strength for these low-spin states is co
centrated in the first three excited states.

The observation of the single-particle structure in57Ni
allows us to make predictions for the strength of t
56Nisp, gd57Cu reaction leading to the mirror nucleus57Cu,
which is crucial for the production of heavier proton
rich nuclei in explosive nucleosynthesis [16]. Because
the low Q value, the yield of the radiative capture re
action depends on the excitation energies and the sp
troscopic strengths of specific low-lying states in57Cu.
At the temperatures occurring in typical nova and sup
nova explosions and in x-ray bursts (T9 , 0.5 1, where
T9 is the temperature measured in109 K), the main con-
tribution comes from the low-lyingsEx # 3 MeVd 5y22

and 1y22 states. Assuming charge symmetry and usi
the same spectroscopic factorsC2S as measured for the
mirror nucleus57Ni, we estimate the proton widthsGp

for proton-unbound mirror states in57Cu from the ex-
pressionGpsE, ld  C2SG

s.p.
p sE, ld. The single-particle

widths G
s.p.
p sE, ld were calculated in a Woods-Saxon po

tential with a radius parameter ofr0  1.25 fm and a dif-
fuseness ofa  0.65 fm or from R-matrix theory using a
radius of 5.36 fm [17]. The excitation energies of the
states were determined recently [18].

The astrophysical reaction rateNAksyl for the
56Nisp, gd57Cu reaction is then given by

NAksyl  NA

µ
2p

mkT

∂3y2 X
res

vg exp

µ
2

Er

kT

∂
, (1)

where NA is Avogadro’s number,vg  v
Gp Gg

Gp 1Gg
(the

resonance strength), andv is the statistical factor. The
values forGp (from this experiment), forGg (taken from
Ref. [18]), and for the resonance strengthsvg used in
the rate calculations are summarized in Table I. The
is good agreement between the two methods used
calculating the proton widths, especially for the importa
1y22 state atEx  1.106 MeV. Also included in Table I
are the values ofGp from Ref. [18].
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TABLE I. Excitation energies, resonance energies, spectroscopic factors, widths (calculated usingR-matrix [RM] theory or a
Woods-Saxon [WS] potential), and resonance strengths for the astrophysical reaction rate calculations. For comparison, th
column gives the proton widths calculated in Ref. [18].

Ex Er GRM
p GWS

p Gp
g vgRM Gp

p
Jp (MeV) (MeV) C2S (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV)

5y22 1.028 0.333 0.9 9.1 3 10212 5.6 3 10212 3.8 3 1026 2.7 3 10211 6.1 3 10213

1y22 1.106 0.411 0.9 1.9 3 1027 1.8 3 1027 1.3 3 1022 1.9 3 1027 1.5 3 1028

5y22 2.398 1.703 ,0.2 ,1 ,0.8 2.3 3 1022 6.9 3 1022 8.5 3 1022

7y22 2.520 1.825 ,0.2 ,2.5 ,1.6 1.3 3 1022 5.2 3 1022 7.0 3 1022

*From Ref. [17].
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The astrophysical reaction rates are shown in Fig.
as a function of the temperatureT9. Since the proton
widths are much smaller than theg widths, the yield from
the first two (5y22 and1y22) resonances is proportional
to these widths and not sensitive to the precise value
of the g widths. In the temperature regionT9 , 1, the
1y22 state completely dominates (see dot-dashed line
Fig. 4). Higher-lying states in57Cu with Ex . 2.5 MeV
contribute only at temperaturesT9 . 1. The thin solid
line in Fig. 4 represents the result for the astrophysica
reaction rate obtained in Ref. [18]. Since these autho
used a smaller proton width for the1y22 state, their
estimate of the reaction rate for the56Nisp, gd57Cu
reaction is lower by more than an order of magnitude in
the temperature region belowT9  1.

This work was supported by U.S. Department of En
ergy, Nuclear Physics Division, under Contract No. W-

FIG. 4. Astrophysical reaction ratesNAksyl for the
56Nisp, gd57Cu reaction calculated with the resonance strength
vg given in Table I. The contributions from various low-lying
states are presented. The total rate is also compared with th
of Ref. [18].
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